We are pleased to announce the 2018-2019 Scholarship Recipients

**Hines College of Architecture and Design Scholarship Recipients**
- **Rocio Alonso** - Sharon Sanders Hoover Memorial Endowed Scholarship
- **Ian Atwood** - StudioMET Scholarship
- **Kristi Bartlett** - Detering Scholarship
- **Mayen Bautista-Aguilera** - MN Davidson Scholarship
- **Kamilah Bryant** - David D. Red Scholarship
- **Breana Cassino** - Hermann Scholarship
- **Stephan Gomez** - Ness Scholarship
- **Danielle Hazelwood-Johnson** - Hermann Scholarship
- **Behnaz Hedayat** - Hines Graduate Scholarship
- **Danielle Heider** - CRSS/Farfel Scholarship
- **Jonathan Henning** - Sundin Scholarship + FKP Architects/Charles Sundin Scholarship
- **Joanne Ma** - Ness Scholarship
- **Jose (Paul) Molina** - Huitt Zollars Scholarship
- **Catalina Morales** - Hermann Scholarship
- **Claudia Morles** - Powers Brown Scholarship + Ray Okumura Memorial Scholarship
- **Kathryn Petruskas** - Ness Scholarship
- **Cristobal Pinon** - Mary Le Johnson Scholarship
- **Claude Reyes** - Kwon + Kim Scholarship
- **Caroline Smith** - Hermann Scholarship
- **Abraham Tanvir** - Hines Graduate Scholarship

**Texas Architectural Foundation Scholarships**
- **Daniela Olivera-Gomez** - Association Administrators and Consultants Architecture Scholarship + Wichita Falls Chapter AIA Scholarship
- **Catalina Morales** - George F. Harrell, II Memorial Scholarship + Texas Architectural Foundation AIA Grant
- **Kathryn Petruskas** - Michael Maraldo Sr., Southwest Terrazzo Association Architecture Scholarship
- **Parimala Venkatesh** - Hugh M. Cunningham Grant